The best measure quantifying FWL (finite word length) stability is the one that bases on the largest stable perturbation hypercube. But the computing of this FWL stability measure has not been solved.
Introduction
The recent advances in digital system design methods have led to a need for the efficient and accurate implementation of filters or controlIers. Although the number of filter/controlier implementat ions using floating-point processors is increasing due to their reduced price, for reasons of cost, simplicity, speed, memory space, and ease-of-programming, the use of fixed-point processors is more desirable for many industrial and consumer applications. The "robustness" of digital system stability under filter/controller parameter perturbations is critical issue in fixed-point implementations. A designed, stable digital system may become unstable when the "infiniteprecision" filter/controller is implemented using a fixed-point processor due to fiinite-wordlength (FWL) effects [1] [2] .
It is well known that a filter/control law can be accomplished with different realizations, and that these different realizations possess different degrees of stability robustness to FWL errors. The FWL stability measure 'U addressed by Fialho and Georgiou [3] is the best measure quantifying the FWL stability character of a realization. Unfortunately, for a given realization nobody know how to calculate the value of 'U. Since the computing of U is very difficult, various tractable FWL stability measures are addressed to replace w in some senses [4]-19]. For second order digital systems, this paper develops an analytic method of computing 21 explicitly. The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 introduces FWL stability and the measure 'U. Section 3 presents and analyzes an algorithm of computing 'U for second order digital systems. Numerical examples are given in section 4 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, and the paper concludes at section 5. 
FWL Stability and
Secondly, a discrete-time filter system can be viewed as the trivial case of closed-loop system (1) (2) with P ( z ) = 0 , m = 0 and C(z) represents the filter. Accordingly, the stability of the filter system still depends on K(X) with MO = 0, MI = I, M2 = I and X = Ac, i.e. A(X) = Ac.
All the different realizations X in SC have exactly the same set of poles if they are implemented with infinite precision. Since the digital system has been designed t o he stable, all the eigenvalues Ak(A(X)), 
is outside the open unit disk, the digital system, designed to be stable, becomes unstable with the finiteprecision implemented X.
It is therefore critical, for a realization X E SC, 
From the definition of w(X), it is easy to see
The above theorem implies that the larger v(X) is, the larger FWL errors the realization X can tolerate. 
Based on Lemma 2, we obtain an useful result as 
Noticing that
is a vertex of PV at which Now, the analytic algorithm of computing w(X) for 2 x 2 X(X) is summarized as
Step 1 Construct 24 equations fi(pj(9)) = 0, i E {1,2,3}, j E {1,-..,8} according to Appendix.
Step 2 Solve the 24 equations, obtain the set &. 
Numerical Example

=
With Xopt, we have ij(Xopt) = 1.000Oe -2 and v ( X a p t ) = 1.4509e -2. 6 ( X o p i ) is also more conservative than v ( X o p t ) .
Conclusions
An interesting fact is that the stability of any [ U b c dIT E Pq is equivalent to the stability of [ : i ] at Pq's vertices. Based on this observation, an analytic method has been proposed to compute the FWL stability measure w for second order digital systems. As the "vertex result" does not hold in the systems of order higher than two, the proposed method can not be extended to those systems. 
